


L O G L I N EL O G L I N E
Equal parts “Bonnie and Clyde”, “True Romance.” James and Molly are madly in love 
with  their  entire  lives  ahead  of  them  –  that  is  until  Molly’s  terminal  diagnosis 
shatters   their   world.   Unable   to   afford   the   treatment,   the   couple   must   rob 
pharmacy after pharmacy in order to buy more time and a new future.



O V E R V I E WO V E R V I E W
Dear Molly follows James and Molly, a young couple who represent the ever dwindling face of the 
young middle class in America. Blue collar young people who only have each other to rely on. As they 
are looking forward to their engagement and future together they learn that Molly has a rare form 
of cancer and that she’s terminal. Choosing to stay home to care for her James loses his job and they 
are unable to pay their insurance premiums and are soon dropped and without health coverage.  Backs 
against the wall, Molly fading fast and no insurance or family to help them, James and Molly set out 
on a cross country spree of pharmacy robberies for the medication she needs to stay alive. With the 
FBI in full pursuit and her condition constantly working against them they fight to stay together as a 
couple that will do whatever it takes.



C H A R A C T E R  B R E A K D O W NC H A R A C T E R  B R E A K D O W N



C H A R A C T E R  B R E A K D O W N .C H A R A C T E R  B R E A K D O W N . C O N TC O N T



A C T  O N EA C T  O N E
We meet newlyweds James and Molly already on the run, wanted by police and the FBI. They 
began in Chicago and have made it all the way to Texas sticking up pharmacies for only the meds 
Molly needs to survive. The Texas Pharmacy crime scene is where we first meet nomadic FBI 
field agent Ridley Watts, who’s been one step behind the couple the entire way.  In the hotel 
after the robbery it’s made clear Molly has Cancer, both partners flashback to how this all 
began. Watts knows who James and Molly are at this point but he doesn’t learn their why until 
he’s stuck with FBI Agent Morales, a young rookie field agent who’s never left the office but 
is no pushover and great with computers. Together they learn about Molly’s terminal Cancer 
but have to find a way to work together while having opposite opinions on what and why James 
and Molly are doing what they’re doing.



A C T  T W OA C T  T W O
After the deep dive by Morales, he and Watts learn how James and Molly know which 
Pharmacies to hit and why. This information gives them an inside track that brings 
Watts’ pursuit  closer than he’s ever been before. The chase is now up close and 
personal, pushing James and Molly to their limits to avoid capture. A high speed 
chase leading to James and Molly jumping from a moving car to a high speed train 
proves their willingness to evade capture but more so their need to survive their 
circumstances.  Their  efforts create a rift between Watts and Morales that spotlight the 
debate between authority and morality. Are James and Molly at fault or is this a reaction  to 
the system that abandons good people for profit? As James and Molly 
avoid capture they each flash back again to how things began and 
what decisions were made to trigger their current reality. As 
Watts closes in and Molly’s condition worsens by the day, their 
actions grow bolder, fueling greater efforts by Watts.



A C T  T H R E EA C T  T H R E E
James and Molly have two pharmacies left on their list and must make it to 
each before the prescriptions are picked up. They’re unaware Watts knows 
exactly which ones they’re targeting. The train they escaped capture on 
arrives in Phoenix, where the couple’s next pharmacy target is located. 
Molly’s health takes a drastic turn for the worse. With Molly incapable 
of participating now, James decides, against Molly’s wishes, to hit the 
pharmacy by himself. While she’s asleep he leaves her the Dear Molly 
note, expressing his love for her, his regrets, and wishes he had for 
them both that he realizes they’ll never get to see come true.

When Molly wakes up James is gone.  She frantically searches 
through her things for meds finding only one single shot of 
adrenaline. She jabs herself with it and uses the surge of energy 
to get herself outside where she steals a car and speeds off, in 
and out of coherence behind the wheel, to find James. When 
James gets to the pharmacy walks into a trap set by Watts, 
staging Morales as the pharmacist inside the pharmacy. After 
a short lived stand off James is forced into giving up and he’s 
quickly arrested and taken away by Watts and Morales. 



A C T  T H R E E .A C T  T H R E E . c o n tc o n t
In the car ride Watts, holding nothing back, informs James of the Harsh reality of their 
failure to keep Molly alive. He cruelly describes Molly dying alone; apart from James. Molly, 
swerving through traffic, spots them in the police cruiser. She lines them up best she can in 
her condition and guns it right at them. Molly T-bones the police car flipping it onto its side. 
Watts is out cold and badly injured while Morales is injured but awake and pinned down in his 
seat, unable to free himself. James climbs out of the wreckage and Molly runs into his arms. 
“Don’t ever leave me again”. James checks on Morales to make sure he’s okay, but doesn’t free 
him, instead takes his gun and uses it to commandeer a car. James and Molly escape capture 
one more time.



A C T  T H R E E .A C T  T H R E E . c o n tc o n t
Without the meds needed from the last robbery, Molly is fading faster than ever before as the 
couple races to reach the last pharmacy in time. Morales, arm in a sling, visits Watts before 
he goes into surgery for his severe injuries. He tells Morales to finish this once and for all. 
Morales leaves his partner and boards a helicopter that will bring him to Los Angeles where 
James and Molly are headed.

Inside the pharmacy James and Molly are confronted, for the first time, by the patient there 
to pick up their meds that the couple intended on stealing. A young mother and her dying little 
girl. Molly cannot allow them to take the meds from the little girl and it’s in this moment she 
decides it’s time for them to stop. She makes the little girl promise to, “never stop fighting”. 
Molly turns to James and asks him to take her someplace she’s never been before in her life. 



A C T  T H R E E .A C T  T H R E E . c o n tc o n t
Morales catches up with the couple at what will be their final 
moment together. The Beach. James holds Molly in his arms as 
law enforcement closes in surrounding them. Molly speaks 
to James before taking her last breath in his arms. Her hand 
goes limp and his Dear Molly letter falls out of her hand 
onto the sand. Molly is gone now.

Morales is being escorted through a prison. He’s left 
alone with a defeated James who has been allowed to 
spend time alone each night in the Yard. He stares up 
at the star in the sky Molly picked for herself while 
they were on the run. That’s where she promised 
she’d wait for him. Morales leaves James with the 
Dear Molly note for him to keep. 

James looks up from the note and up into the sky 
at the star above him. At Molly.



A C T  T H R E E .A C T  T H R E E . c o n tc o n t
The final visual is James and Molly running out of a small chapel together on their make shift 
wedding day. They hop into the 442 convertible and race off into the distance with the Just 
Married sign attached to the back of the car. A remembrance of the moment before we first 
met James and Molly for the first time.
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